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SPECIAL SECTION

REGIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON LOW

NUCLEAR NUMBERS

An Overview

James Clay Moltz

President Barack Obama has outlined a course toward lower numbers of US nuclear weapons.

Much attention has been paid to the US-Russian context, where deterrence is believed to be

basically stable and conditions ripe for gradually reducing arsenals on both sides. But

considerably less attention has been paid to the possible implications of lower nuclear numbers

on other regions of the world and the reactions of both adversaries and US allies. If nuclear

reductions are to be stabilizing and beneficial to security, reassurance and strengthened

nonproliferation efforts in various regions need to accompany nuclear cuts. But the specific

problems and remedies across regions vary. This article summarizes the results of a multi-author

study. It concludes that regions with US allies and formal extended deterrence pledges may pose

more vexing problems than those areas of the world without such close allies or commitments.

KEYWORDS: Nuclear disarmament; strategic stability; United States; Russia; China; South Asia;

Europe; NATO

In 2009, President Barack Obama gave a speech in Prague in which he outlined a course

toward achieving a world free of nuclear weapons, consistent with US commitments under

Article VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.1 The 2010 Nuclear

Posture Review (NPR) reiterated this commitment but emphasized the ‘‘very demanding’’

conditions for getting to zero.2 The NPR noted that a significant portion of the problem

stems from existing regional conflicts. Recognizing these current conditions, the NPR

stated that the United States has to focus on ‘‘maintaining a credible nuclear deterrent and

reinforcing regional security architectures with missile defenses and other conventional

military capabilities.’’3 Notably, recent nuclear developments by North Korea have resulted

in requests by South Korea and Japan for consultations with Washington about extended

deterrence, seeking a confirmation of US nuclear commitments. Similarly, many members

of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) remain uncomfortable with the notion of

removing existing US tactical nuclear weapons from European soil. Thus, while the rhetoric

of ‘‘zero nuclear weapons’’ is appealing at a global level, considerably more work needs to

be done at the regional level to build the groundwork for such conditions. As the NPR

noted of this challenge, ‘‘But we can*and must*work actively to create those

conditions.’’4 With this directive in mind, an important requirement is learning more
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about regional nuclear and security dynamics and developing strategies to deal with

them. Unfortunately, in the current literature, there is a troubling gap in regard to the

regional implications of moving to low nuclear numbers.

Cold War beliefs on nuclear stability typically raised doubts about the desirability of

moving to low numbers of nuclear weapons. As Lawrence Freedman of King’s College

London explains: ‘‘The concept of mutual assured destruction did not indicate any value in

reductions of offensive weapons. If anything, excessive reductions could be destabilizing if

they went past the point where destruction could no longer be assured.’’5

Since the end of the Cold War, there have been a number of efforts to revive

consideration of minimum deterrence postures and, eventually, move toward the

complete elimination of nuclear weapons. This effort has been joined by some significant

figures from the Cold War US nuclear establishment, including Henry Kissinger, William

Perry, George Schultz, Fred Iklé, and others. But recent arguments have tended to focus on

relatively simplistic lessons about deterrence drawn from the early days of nuclear

weapons. Existing studies of the question of low numbers have similarly tended to focus

on strategic relations between the United States and Russia only, to the neglect of other

nuclear states. A number of experts have asserted, largely using a deductive approach,

that lower numbers*even as low as 311 deployed US nuclear weapons*can be achieved

relatively painlessly and with few effects on deterrence or strategic stability.6 As US Air

Force scholars have argued about the thousands of nuclear weapons deployed during the

Cold War: ‘‘the actual marginal utility of additional forces was quite small.’’7 In support of

their arguments, these and other advocates of lower numbers point to the work of such

early theorists as Bernard Brodie and Arnold Wolfers in the 1940s, who believed nuclear

security could be accomplished with very small arsenals because of the tremendous

destructive power of nuclear weapons.8 However, these older studies were written under

the expectation of conditions of nuclear bipolarity and came well before the level of even

1,000 nuclear weapons had been reached. Today, while US-Russian tensions have

decreased dramatically, gradual proliferation has increased the number of nuclear states

and the world political structure is characterized by more complex multipolar dynamics.

Given the passage of time, many US allies have grown accustomed to extended

deterrence at high levels of nuclear armaments, meaning that trade-offs in allotting

weapons to the allied mission hardly existed in the past and counterforce scenarios

seemed highly credible. Despite this context, the recent literature on low numbers has

failed almost entirely to address security perceptions among US allies or views of nuclear

weapons in regions that are rife with tensions, where nuclear weapons are seen as

beneficial to security and even stability. One recent and much-publicized study by the

Carnegie Endowment’s James Acton, for example, makes the case that prospects for

deterrence at low numbers (which he defines as 500 nuclear weapons) are ‘‘generally

good.’’9 But Acton’s focus is technical and his logic is largely deductive. Thus, while he

might be right about the narrow US-Russian context, his study is of limited value in

considering the rest of the world. As for the regional context, Acton assumes that China,

India, Pakistan, the United Kingdom, France, and North Korea need not be considered

since their arsenals are still well below his 500 weapon limit. He also chooses to make

‘‘black box’’ assumptions about politics in key allied countries. This leads him to predict
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their automatic acceptance of US extended deterrence pledges at lower levels of weapons

and conditions of continued regional stability. Unfortunately, even with the United States

moving to numbers dictated by the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START) of

1,550 deployed weapons, regional allies have already voiced their concerns. As a study led

by Global Zero founder Bruce Blair in support of lower US-Russian numbers and on the

value of de-alerting admits: ‘‘The bi-polar nuclear balance analyzed in this study will have

to be broadened into a multi-polar balance, the stability of which at very low numbers

remains an open question.’’10 Indeed, another study by the Royal United Services Institute

in England makes the case that, despite past restraint in nuclear numbers by smaller

nuclear states, continued moves downward in the context of deeper reductions by the

United States and Russia ‘‘cannot be taken for granted.’’11

The issue of how states allied with the United States might react politically or militarily

to US nuclear reductions has not been considered adequately. For this reason, we must

view such deductive studies as ‘‘best-case’’ scenarios. Other recent articles have made

deductive arguments in the worst-case direction. Wall Street Journal columnist

Bret Stephens argues that the real choice facing the United States is ‘‘between a world

of fewer U.S. nuclear weapons and more nuclear states, or the opposite.’’12 He concludes,

‘‘In his idealism, the president is setting the stage for a more nuclearized world.’’13

But this may not be true either. Instead, we need to deal with actual conditions in various

regions and the specific national perspectives that will affect the speed and success of US

and other states’ nuclear reductions as well as regional proliferation tendencies.

Drawing on a team of senior experts on regional nuclear affairs, this project*
supported by funding from the Defense Threat Reduction Agency*sought to dig much

deeper into the potential problems of low nuclear numbers, on a region-by-region basis,

and to develop possible solutions. It did so not only by focusing on regional politics,

alliance stability, and regional security writ large, but also by considering the impact of

larger planned reductions than New START levels of 1,550 weapons. Clearly, if the United

States is considering moving to zero, understanding the possible implications of getting to

1,000 weapons and lower is necessary.

This project sought to outline possible problems down the road in various regions

and possible means of addressing them before they become unsolvable obstacles that

could lead to future nuclear proliferation, strategic instability, or even conflict. Some of the

findings of the project include the following general points:

. Beliefs about nuclear weapons in various states and within various regions

matter.

. Perceptions about the US commitment to provide security to allies and the

continuity and credibility of these pledges may matter more than the specific

number of nuclear weapons.

. The process of nuclear reductions will matter in how successful or unsuccessful it

is, requiring advance notice and close consultations with both allies and

adversaries.

. Reassurance may be a more important driver of nuclear requirements than

deterrence, because it is easier to convince an adversary that you will fire back if
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attacked than it is to convince an ally that you will come to his defense in a

situation where you have not been attacked.

Despite these general observations, the most notable finding of this research is that

the implications of US reductions in nuclear numbers are not uniform across regions.

Instead, due to differences in history, the structure of alliances, the nature of security

assurances, and assumptions about nuclear weapons themselves, the problems that might

be created are likely to be unique to each part of the world and the possible responses to

them also will need to be tailored to the specific characteristics and requirements of each

region. This point highlights the importance of what we might call ‘‘differentiated’’ nuclear

reassurance and deterrence, where strategies may need to vary across regions and indeed

be tailored to individual countries, whether adversary or ally.

This brief overview article first provides a summary of some of the main findings in

the four regions studied: Europe, the Middle East, South Asia, and East Asia. It shows how

some of the most sensitive details of US nuclear reductions may involve allies, not

adversaries. It also argues that new mechanisms may need to be put into place to provide

non-nuclear forms of reassurance prior to moving forward with further cuts. At the same

time, it argues that signaling to potential adversaries and to prospective partners in

moving to very low numbers will be critical if such efforts are indeed possible. The point

here is that nuclear reductions are indeed about improving security, not lower numbers

for their own sake. Absent new mechanisms for overcoming problems and for providing

that security, states are surely not going to be willing to reduce or eliminate their arsenals,

regardless of what the United States does. The article concludes with a set of policy

recommendations, as well as thoughts on some possible directions for further research.

Europe and Russia

Europe is often considered to be the most stable region in the world from a nuclear

weapons perspective. The legacy of apparently successful Cold War nuclear deterrence,

the post-Cold War US-Soviet political rapprochement, the vast drawdown in the US and

Russian arsenals, the removal of intermediate-range nuclear forces, and cuts in both UK

and French nuclear forces all seem to predict relative ease in moving to lower numbers.

But certain factors in NATO Europe and in Russia pose possible problems for stability at

lower numbers.

In his contribution to this special section, David Yost of the Naval Postgraduate

School (NPS) points out that European states are used to the protection provided by the

US nuclear guarantee.14 While some states in Europe no longer advocate maintaining

nuclear weapons on the European continent, he says that most countries would be

uncomfortable if this nuclear guarantee were withdrawn altogether, or, in some cases,

even challenged at all through reductions.15 This is especially true in new NATO states

adjacent to Russia. Many of these countries in Central Europe and the Baltics were once

part of the Warsaw Treaty Organization and unwillingly had to station Soviet troops and

nuclear weapons on their soil.
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Moreover, Yost points out that factors outside Europe*such as arms build-ups in

South Asia or by China*could put Europe at greater risk, thus making low numbers

destabilizing.16 Similarly, he sees concerns among Europeans that low numbers will

encourage countervalue (and, specifically, anti-cities) strategies that could make US

extended deterrence in Europe less credible.17 (Specifically, if the only US option for

retaliation against Russian nuclear use in Europe is the massive slaughter of Russian

civilians, Washington might be unwilling to respond*or be seen by Moscow as unwilling

to respond*thus making deterrence ineffective.)

At the same time, Nikolai Sokov of the James Martin Center for Nonproliferation

Studies questions Russian willingness to proceed further down the path to lower numbers.

For Russia, nuclear weapons have taken on the role of an ‘‘equalizer’’ since the loss of its

Eastern European buffer in 1989 and following the major cuts in its conventional forces

since 1991.18 US missile defense is yet another reason why Russia is not likely to support

moves to strategic nuclear numbers below 1,000, he says. Russian concerns with China’s

rise and the security risks it poses to the sparsely populated Russian Far East are another

constraint for Moscow.19 This creates a two-level game where cooperation in nuclear

reductions with the United States may put Russia at a disadvantage in its strategic

relations with China. Finally, Sokov argues that Russia is unlikely to support strict

verification deemed by the United States as necessary at low numbers due to self-

perceived doubts about its conventional weapons capabilities.20

All of these points suggest that, contrary to popular expectation, Europe may be as

much*if not more*of a problem for US efforts to reduce nuclear numbers than other

regions of the world.

Middle East

Common wisdom regarding the Middle East today is that it is perhaps the region most

likely to experience instability and new cases of nuclear proliferation over the next two to

three decades, with Iran as the leading candidate. Given hostile Israeli-Iranian relations and

pressures on the Gulf states to respond with nuclear weapons programs of their own, it

might therefore be assumed that lower US nuclear numbers could lead to further panic

among US friends and allies. Yet although the United States fought two major wars against

Iraq in 1991 and 2003 and has been involved in hostilities on several other occasions

(including in Libya in 2011), nuclear weapons have not been part of the equation, or at

least been very much in the background. As NPS professor James Russell argues in this

issue, the United States has not made explicit extended nuclear deterrence commitments

in the region, even as it has provided significant security pledges, sold major armaments,

and constructed US bases.21 For these reasons, Russell argues that strategic nuclear forces

are not central to the US presence and that cuts in the US arsenal will not demonstrably

affect the region.22 While critics point to the threat of a destabilized Middle East if Iran

acquires nuclear weapons, Russell argues that Israel’s nuclear deterrent, combined with US

missile defenses and conventional forces, will likely be able to maintain the balance of

forces without requiring the introduction of a US nuclear commitment.23
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Thus, contrary to common expectations, the Middle East may be relatively

indifferent to lower US nuclear numbers.

South Asia

South Asia is another region where fears of nuclear stability are widespread, particularly

among outside observers. US and Russian reductions, theoretically, could lead to a

heightened sense of abandonment in both India and Pakistan, possibly stimulating further

vertical proliferation. But S. Paul Kapur of NPS argues that the lack of specific US (or

Russian) nuclear or defense commitments in the region means that South Asia may not

likely be greatly affected by nuclear cuts.24 Indeed, Kapur argues that because neither

Pakistan nor India fear the United States as a nuclear rival, US reductions are likely to have

little impact on the region, particularly compared to the status of either’s nuclear forces

pitted against the other or, for India, the level of Chinese forces.25 Given the recent US-

Indian rapprochement, Kapur sees the possibility of US reductions as possibly weakening

some form of informal extended deterrence, but that these effects will be marginal.26 Only

US and Russian moves to very low numbers might eventually put pressure on India and

Pakistan to join the process of nuclear reductions.27 But Pakistan’s view of the centrality of

its nuclear arsenal for its survival in the face of an economically and militarily more

powerful India make such trends unlikely, unless broader changes in global security were

to occur, which are currently unforeseeable.

Thus, the expected outcome is neither positive nor especially negative. But the

South Asian situation demonstrates the challenges to the global viability of nuclear cuts.

East Asia

The dominant emphasis of East Asian countries over the past several decades has been on

economic development and trade. But China’s rise and North Korea’s nuclear and missile

programs and recent bellicose behavior have created significant unease among US allies in

the region, making the prospect of lower nuclear forces less welcome than in other parts

of the world. East Asian countries are uncertain about Pyongyang’s possible motivations

and seek to avoid possible coercion from a China that is both economically and militarily

far more powerful than it was at any point in the twentieth century. For these reasons,

there is likely to be a significant need in this region to reassure US allies of the credibility of

its commitments and the continued viability of US extended deterrence, particularly since

the withdrawal of US nuclear forces from South Korea in 1991.

NPS senior lecturer Wade Huntley’s contribution to this special section notes how

both major US allies in the region requested bilateral discussions on extended deterrence

after the 2010 NPR and have since eagerly engaged US officials on the topic of nuclear

security.28 Despite these efforts, two-thirds of South Koreans believe that their country

should acquire nuclear weapons, something the United States does not support and

would certainly find destabilizing and counter to its intentions to pursue further nuclear

reductions.29 Japanese public opinion is less openly supportive of nuclear weapons, but
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officials there have repeatedly voiced concern over the importance of the US nuclear

commitment to its security. Huntley concludes that possible negative implications of US

nuclear reductions can be managed, but that ‘‘fulsome and effective consultations’’ with

both allies, renewed reassurance of the US presence in the region, and firm reiteration of

its extended nuclear deterrence guarantees will need to be part of the process.

In regard to China, critics of the Obama administration have suggested that nuclear

reductions could lead Beijing into grasping the opportunity for a ‘‘sprint to parity.’’30 But

China’s perception of its security may be less influenced by the number of US nuclear

weapons than by the impact of Russian and Indian nuclear weapons, as well as the array

and posture of the conventional forces that surround it, which include US and allied

missile defenses. As NPS professor Chris Twomey points out in this special section, China is

comfortable living with low numbers of nuclear weapons and has made a limited nuclear

arsenal central to its deterrent posture since the mid-1960s.31 At the same time, he argues

that US motivations to reduce nuclear numbers are viewed with suspicion by China, which

sees the United States as pursuing compensatory advantages in space, conventional

precision weapons, and missile defense. Twomey suggests that if the United States wants

to do more to ensure Chinese restraint in response to US nuclear reductions, it might need

to consider new signaling policies, such as adopting a pledge on the no-first-use of nuclear

weapons, a long-held Chinese goal.32 Additionally, US pledges to accept certain limits of

scale or type in the area of missile defense*such as perhaps refraining from placing

missile defenses in space*or offering reassurance regarding US reactions to Chinese

missile defense efforts might help elicit more receptive Chinese nuclear behavior and help

convince China that the United States is not seeking to acquire a first strike advantage (as

Chinese critics charge).

But China remains concerned, according to Twomey, about the implications of

extended nuclear deterrence pledges that may embolden Japan in its territorial disputes

with China, a major issue for Beijing.33 Instability related to conflicting territorial claims

could also fuel pressures for regional arms racing, which could drag in the United States.

For these reasons, continued dialogue with China on nuclear security issues will likely be

necessary. US commitments to limit other systems, according to sources cited by Twomey,

may be necessary if it seeks to bring China into actual nuclear reductions at some point in

the future.34 But he remains pessimistic regarding near-term prospects.

Conclusion

The purpose of moving to lower nuclear numbers is ultimately about increasing US and

global security. For this reason, implementing such reductions needs to be a carefully

thought-out process. The United States, as the world’s most powerful state, has both the

most to lose if this effort goes wrong and potentially the most to gain if it can be carried

out in a manner that puts all states on a path toward cooperative security, nonprolifera-

tion, and reduced nuclear tensions. Unfortunately, as the articles in this special section

demonstrate, there is still much work to be done in various regions of the world to ensure
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such success. In terms of priorities for US policy, several suggestions flow from this

research:

. Consultations with allies are critical and will need to involve adjustments in

security relations to include stronger elements of reassurance through joint

training and discussion of crisis management, including nuclear crises.

. Discussions with Russia as the main potential partner in ensuring cooperative

movement below 1,000 weapons are needed to address Russian concerns (if

possible) and to begin engagement with China, a major concern for both

Washington and Moscow.

. US adoption of new reassurance mechanisms might be useful to counter Chinese

claims that lower numbers are being pursued in order to increase US unilateral

advantages. These mechanisms might include US ratification of the Comprehen-

sive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT), a no-first-use pledge regarding nuclear

weapons, and efforts to engage China in cooperative monitoring and verification

of lower nuclear numbers to enhance crisis prevention and*if one occurs*crisis

management.

. Regional security initiatives involving the permanent five members of the UN

Security Council and other relevant parties might be useful to address shared

security concerns in the Middle East, South Asia, and East Asia. These discussions

could focus on confidence building, threat reduction, and mutual non-aggression

pacts, while beginning to address underlying security problems whose solutions

are likely to be prerequisites to moving lower nuclear numbers.

This project on the regional implications of US moves to lower nuclear numbers has

been but a first step into a field that requires more research. With this in mind, it is worth

setting out some possibly fruitful directions for follow-on studies. First, more work is

needed on regions outside the focus of this study. While the main emphasis of this

research was on regions with either close US allies or with other nuclear weapon states,

African and Latin American countries could conceivably have different reactions to

changes in the nuclear balance. Studies of these regions would be useful to supplement

the findings of this project. Second, more work is needed on how to construct the new

allied and other international reassurance mechanisms called for by this research. None of

this will be easy. Governments will need to get used to closer consultations on nuclear

matters and with military-to-military dialogues on crisis prevention, possibly even

including cooperative US-Russian and US-Chinese nuclear exercises. Third, the area of

verification*particularly cooperative verification*is an under-studied issue. While a

variety of new technologies can now be applied to this problem, sharing sensitive nuclear

information is likely to be difficult and may require new consultative bodies and unique

technical protocols. Recent experience with the Preparatory Commission for the CTBT

Organization or the International Atomic Energy Agency may provide some useful

guidelines. But verifying low numbers is likely to pose unique challenges, which will likely

require more intrusive forms of verification and cooperation, including in early warning,

typically a highly sensitive area. Fourth, and finally, more research will be required on how

to deal with outliers. At lower nuclear numbers, relative disparities between nuclear
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arsenals may be viewed as destabilizing, particularly given the potential for breakout.

Moreover, if certain countries fail to join the process, collective persuasion and/or

sanctions may be necessary, if the process of reductions is to continue at all. These are

challenges that the current nonproliferation regime faces, but they are likely to become

even more important once major powers lose the still substantial nuclear hedge that they

currently possess.

Overall, these various cautions and concerns need not derail movement toward

lower nuclear numbers. The important message from this research is that getting the

details right and tailoring them to the specific security requirements of individual regions

is going to be a necessary part of the success of any such process. Again, the risks of

failure*even in an era when the US-Russian relationship is much more amicable*are

substantial. Progress will likely be slow. But doing the political and military spadework to

develop new security and reassurance mechanisms should provide additional benefits in

terms of helping to foster general conditions for improved nuclear communication,

stability, and conflict prevention.

DISCLAIMER

The views expressed in this article are solely those of the author and do not represent

those of the US Naval Postgraduate School, the Department of the Navy, or the

Department of Defense.
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